A long time immersion test of silica fume concrete specimens in sulfuric acid is carried out.On the basis of experimentaldatum, a novel prediction model for sulfuric acid corrosion of concrete based on support vector machine (SVM) is proposed. The design steps and learning algorithm are also given. Five main influencing factors including the water and cement ratio, pH value of the soaking solution, cement and silica fume quantity, specimens fluidity are analyzed with the proposed model. By comparison with the measured results, the root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of predicted result of the model is only 0.118 and 0.096. It implies that this new method of computation appears to be a useful tool for sulfuric acid corrosion of silica fume concrete research.
Introduction
Sulfuric acid is one of the corrosion media to concrete. Due to its complex corrosion law and multiple influencing parameters, various factors will continue to exist in interactions [1, 2] ，lead sulfate corrosion of concrete tend to present a complex nonlinear law. Therefore, for this problem, domestic and foreign scholars have carried out lots of research, common research methods can be broadly divided into different categories: (1)The traditional mathematics statistical forecasting methods [3] ;(2)Experience nonlinear prediction method [4] . But both are still some drawbacks. Only when the sample data tends to infinity, traditional statistical forecasting methods, tends to real model predicted results, but the actual number of samples is often limited, it is difficult to meet this requirement. Experience nonlinear prediction method lacks a unified mathematical theory, Still need to use the experience to build prediction model, so the predicted results are often partial optimal solution, rather than global optimal solution. Support vector machines (SVM), a new method proposed based on statistical theory by Vapnik [5, 6] is widely adopted in recent years, the algorithm is a good way to the Structural problems of high-dimensional model of limited amount sample, and constructed model has good predictive performance.
A long time immersion test of silica fume concrete specimens in sulfuric acid is carried out in this study. On the basis of the experimental datum, the sulfuric acid corrosion database is established, and the prediction model of sulfuric acid corroding fly ash concrete based on SVM is proposed. Five main factors influencing the reaction rate, i.e. water-cement ratio, pH value of the soaking solution, cement and silica fume quantity and mixture fluidity, are analyzed with this model. The root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of predicted result of the model were given in this article.
The Experiment
In this paper, the research of silica fume concrete materials by (ordinary Portland) cement, silica fume, etc. The chemical compositions of cement and silica fume are shown in Table 1 . Fluidity of mixture is measured according to Ref. [7] . The specimens are prepared according to Ref. [8] . After the cast of specimens, they are put in standard curing box (constant temperature 20℃, relative humidity 95%) for 24 hours, and then put in saturated sodium hydroxide solution. 28 days later, they are naturally dried in the room for 7 days and then cleaned to remove the surface calcium hydroxide with a metal brush. 5 surfaces of each concrete cube are waxed and only 1 surface left for soaking. After waxed, the test groups, 3 specimens for each, are put into the plastic soaking boxes with a size of 467mm × 363mm × 215mm.
The pH change of solution is monitored through a portable pH meter, model pHB-1 with an accuracy of ± 0.01pH unit. Titration sulfuric acid with concentration of 0.125mol / L or 0.5mol/L is added into the soaking solution to keep the original pH value of soaking solution. Experimental arrangement see Table 2 .
Table2 
Support Vector Machine
SVM is based on statistical learning theory developed by Vapnik. It is effective to improve generalization performance and can obtain globally optimal and unique solution. It is generally used for pattern recognition and regression estimation. In SVM regression, the basic objective is to minimize an upper bound of the generalization error based on the structural risk minimization (SRM). The detailed description of SVM can be found in the publications by Vapnik. The main idea of SVM regression is to map the input data x into a high-dimensional feature space by a nonlinear mapping and to do linear regression in this space. The regression model is defined as y = f(x) + e, where x and y are input and output function, respectively, and defined in the high-dimensional feature space; e is the independently random error.
Given a dataset G= {(xi, yi), i=1, 2...N}, where N is the size of the training data set, xi is the value of the input and yi is the value of output. The optimum regression function can be assumed as follows:
(5) Where φ(x) represents the high-dimensional feature spaces which are nonlinearly mapped from the input space x, w is the weight vector and b is the scalar threshold. Introducing the ε-insensitive loss function ()
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The Eq. 1 can be transformed to the dual optimization problem:
Where 0 
The kernel function K (xi, xj) has been introduced to avoid computing explicitly the map φ(x). Thus, Eq. 4 can be written as:
SVM for prediction of sulfuric acid corroding concrete
This study attempts to use SVM for the prediction of sulfuric acid corroding concrete. The experimental datum and results (see Table 2 and 3) are used in this study. First, choosing 1 out of 24 groups for training data set, the rest are considered as testing data set. All the input data (water-cement ratio, pH, cement quantity, silica fume quantity, mixture fluidity) and output data ( OH D  )are normalized within the program (step1 and 2). Then training patterns are selected and transformed into feature space using kernel function (step 3). By using the SVM , the predicted results are obtained, and then validated using the testing set (step 4). The predicted results are compared with the experimental results (step 5).
A problem regarding the choice of two parameters (C and σ) for SVM was studied by Cherkassky [10] . The parameter C controls the smoothness or flatness of the approximate function. The Gaussian radial basis kernel [11] was chosen for the SVM because it is the most common and successfully applied kernel. σ is the parameter that determines the spread of the Gaussian function in the Gaussian radial basis kernel. K-fold cross validation is used in this study to determine the best values of the training parameters C and σ. The values of C and σ are 17 and 2.93.
For convenient comparison purpose, the experimental and predicted results are shown in table4 
Conclusions
This study has investigated the use of SVM for prediction of sulfuric acid corroding concrete. The performance of the proposed method is verified by comparing the predicted results with the experimental results. RMSE and MASE of the predicted results by SVM method are 0.188 and 0.096. It implies that SVM can be regarded as a very effective method for prediction of sulfuric acid corroding concrete.Selecting the parameters of the kernel function in SVM,has a great influence on the accuracy of the prediction results [12] . Consequently, how to get the optimal kernel parametersquickly, it remains to be further studied.
